Looking for a light for rugged conditions? The TUFHH AA41 is an excellent choice. With steel plate bolted sides and a shatterproof lens, it survives a 6-meter drop with no damage to interior components. Also, the light is weatherproof, making it ideal for outdoor jobs. A bright Xenon bulb provides strong illumination in tough work conditions.

Performance:
- Run Time
  - Continuous Drain to 0.9V per Battery (21°C)
  - Alkaline (AA) Battery Type
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Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.

DESIGNATION: Energizer Hard Case 4AA
MODEL: TUFHH AA41
COLOR: Black and Yellow
POWER SOURCE: Four "AA"
ANSI / NEDA: 15 Series
LAMP: HPX21
LAMP RATING: 2.4V, 0.8A
LAMP LIFE: 15 Hours
LAMP OUTPUT: 21 Lumens
TYPICAL WEIGHT: 336 grams (without batteries)
DIMENSIONS (mm): 225.3 x 76.5 x 69.1

DURABLE
- Impact resistant for rough use
- Survives 6-meter drop

STRONG
- Steel plate bolted sides protect interior components from damage

WEATHERPROOF
- Protects working parts from rugged weather on the job

BRIGHT
- Krypton lamp provides strong light